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Bad Actors Have Compromised Legitimate University Websites to Drive Tra�c
to Paper Mills

For the last three years, we have noticed instances of compromised college and university websites  that

push users toward paper mills have increased exponentially.  However, to our knowledge there has been

no systematic attempt to study the scope of the problem. While many universities and the more than $2

billion dollar plagiarism detection industry have focused on scanning student work into their databases to

surveil students and identify plagiarism, they unfortunately have missed a major part of the academic dis-

honesty picture: a low-cost and rapidly growing illicit digital infrastructure that is weaponized to exploit uni-

versity systems, deceive students, and drive tra�c to paper mills.

For the purposes of this report, we de�ne “paper mills” as companies that sell academic writing meant to

satisfy the requirements of a writing assignment. Since many schools use plagiarism detection software,

such paper mills promise “clean” content that will not raise red �ags in corporate plagiarism detection

systems. To do that, paper mills must acquire or produce a constant supply of papers that are not already

stored in existing plagiarism detection databases.

While scholars in writing studies have been researching paper mills since their earliest days on the web (see

especially Ritter 2005 and 2006;  Howard 2007 ) and long before (see Pemberton 1992 ), such scholarship

is predicated on the idea that what paper mills do to attract customers and acquire papers to sell is legal.
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We believe, based on evidence we present in this report, that some of these companies’ actions move well

beyond the bounds of legality.

In this report, we identify four speci�c ways that university websites have been compromised. As the scope

of our scraped Google search data shows, the compromises are systematic and illegal, and have direct im-

plications for writing programs and universities.

Key Findings

In the last three years, actors working to the bene�t of paper mills have crossed over from ethically
questionable yet still legal advertising practices to the systematic and illegal compromise of univer-
sity websites.

Actors working to the bene�t of paper mills  are in�ltrating university systems via well-known vulnerabili-

ties in their content management systems and in some cases replacing the university content with illicit

paper mill materials.
Paper mills have engaged in social engineering, by publishing “resource lists” such as “A list of scholarships

for female students”  or “A list of scholarships for students with special needs”  aimed to persuade students

with some legitimate information that is made available by university resource pages. This social engineer-

ing or “compromised recomposition,” what we de�ne as instances in which a writer appears to have un-

knowingly recomposed and recirculated deceptive paper mill materials, includes fake scholarship/essay con-

tests designed to harvest original student work.

Illicit paper mill activities are cheap to deploy because they use automated botnets and take advantage of

known electronic vulnerabilities, and not surprisingly they are increasingly widespread. Even in the small

sample we’ve collected from November 20, 2020 to December 2, 2020, the paper mills operate on a global

network and are by no means limited to the U.S. higher education market.

Methodology

From November 30 to December 2, 2020, we compiled a list of 14 paper mill domains, a fraction of the total

digital paper mill infrastructure (see Figure 1). We then used site:edu search terms for each domain to

scrape over 500 Google search results that included hundreds of links to compromised university websites

(see Figure 2). We then cleaned a sample batch of *.edu data containing two paper mill domains and used a

grounded theory approach of open coding to re�ne our categories. The cleaning included removing dupli-

cate search results as well as dead links.  We then cleaned and coded the remaining 12 domains based on

the status of the attack (active /not active) and the type of attack.  

Domain  WHOIS registration date

Essaypro.com (17 results) 2000-02-20T08:46:52Z

Bestessays.com (7 results) 2003-09-25T09:57:30Z

Essayontime.com (35 results) 2005-09-17T14:54:50.00Z

Superbpapers.com (4 results) 2006-04-21T07:00:00Z
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Reviewingwriting.com (3 results) 2007-10-21T13:50:02Z

Essayassist.com (13 results) 2008-05-17T00:12:02Z

A-writer.com (2 results) 2010-04-14T20:09:47Z

Proessaywriting.com (14 results) 2012-10-12T08:17:22Z 

Power-essays.com (6 results) 2015-08-13T10:30:58Z

Essayoneday.com (20 results) 2015-08-13T10:31:00Z

Paper-helper.org (1 result) 2017-03-03T11:02:48Z

Iqessay.com (2 results) 2017-05-09T08:15:53Z

Write-paper-for-me.online (2 results) 2019-11-27T12:31:38.00Z

essaypro.cc (4 results) 2020-09-14T08:32:52.00Z

Figure 1. A chart of 14 paper mill domain names and their accompanying WHOIS registration date.
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Figure 2. A combined geocoded map of the Dec 2, 2020 data of compromised college and university domains.

View all map data here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Rz24YLo-f64Bo7ZOlOBE7wsEmJxXsW-6GTo-

AVVko8Y/edit#gid=657142886 

Findings
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In our sample, we document over 100 instances of *.edu compromise to the bene�t of 14 paper mill

domains. Given that the number of paper mill domains is much higher and the top level domain conven-

tions for higher education vary widely from country to country, we think that the scope of the problem is

signi�cantly larger than our small study and necessitates further research.

Given the time-sensitive nature of this material, especially in the midst of a time of considerable online writ-

ing instruction, we made the decision to publish our �ndings as a report prior to peer review. We therefore

welcome good-faith, critical responses to this report and will make an e�ort to update and correct errors

where necessary.

In the data we’ve collected thus far, we have identi�ed four signi�cant issues 1) Structured Query Lan-
guage (SQL) content injection 2) SQL redirect 3) SQL comment injection 4) social engineering
(including fake contests as a form of paper harvesting) / and compromised recomposing. Below, we provide

a brief example of each. We also encourage readers of this report to browse the interactive maps for addi-

tional examples.

1. Content injection.  often including an embedded link to an external paper mill site. In the example

below, students are forced to identify and distinguish compromised content from legitimate content on a

university website. (10 unique instances out of 117 *.edu results).

Figure 3. A screenshot of methodist.edu’s website with injected content BestEssays.space” alongside legitimate

university writing program content. Although the header and URL suggest the reader is on an o�cial university

sanctioned page for Methodist University, the embedded content BestEssays.space is included alongside legitimate

links to the University Writing Center.
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2. SQL redirect. Out of the four attacks, this is the most present (79 unique instances out of 117 *.edu

results).  For the perpetrators, this is an easily automated/scripted attack that is based on identifying an

SQL injection vulnerability on university servers. In this attack, web tra�c visiting speci�c URLs on a univer-

sity website are automatically redirected to a paper mill. See the following example below of a utah.edu re-

direct to essayassist.com:

Video 1. An active redirect at the time of publishing this report from utah.edu to esssayassist.com 

3. Comment injection. In this scripted attack, bots target discussion thread software and content manage-

ment systems such as WordPress that are con�gured to allow open account creation and/or anonymous

comments to propagate paper mill content and links. (18 unique instances out of 117 *.edu results).

SQL redirect compromise exampleSQL redirect compromise example

16
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Figure 4. A screenshot of a discussion thread on olc.edu that is propagated with botnet paper mill comments and

links. (click to enlarge)

4. Social engineering or “compromised recomposition.” (20 instances). One of the most egregious exam-

ples of compromised recomposition appears to be paper mill websites such as essayontime.com.au provid-

ing essay contests and student resource pages which are linked directly to college university website stu-

dent resource o�ces.

Example of Compromised RecompositionExample of Compromised Recomposition

http://www.rhetops.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/olctaketwo.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVf6KMk5VrI
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Video 2. An active example at the time of this report of “compromised recompositon'” on West Virginia University’s

College of Business and Economics scholarships page, redirecting students to a questionable scholarship contest

on essayontime.com.au. 

Are these essayontime.com.au pages legitimate contests and resource pages or are they designed to har-

vest essays from students? In the 20 examples on the sheet below, it’s often university resource o�ce web

pages that are unintentionally directing students to essayontime.com.au pages. These university o�ces are

meant to service vulnerable student populations and instead, we worry, are actually doing students a great

disservice:
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(for the data in this map see the open spreadsheet at: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cHPd7jc-

VGsMMVJmi_lmLXvCDPQ7N7D9X8us731N1tk/)

Immediate Implications

We see three immediate implications of our �ndings that are worth sharing broadly and taking immediate

action to mitigate:

Status: Active
Attack: Redirects to essayassist.com

web.stanford.edu › Zygote writing services
Stanford, CA 
Google page link: https://web.stanford.edu/group/journal/cgi-
bin/wordpress/afk.php?catid=buy-admission-
essays&PID=1667&M2Y3NGM3OGZkYThhYTg3M2QwMzYz
NDc5MGI3Yjk1ZTA
Status: Active
Attack: Text injection
https://web.stanford.edu/group/journal/cgi-
bin/wordpress/afk.php?catid=buy-admission-
essays&PID=1667&M2Y3NGM3OGZkYThhYTg3M2QwMzYz
NDc5MGI3Yjk1ZTA

scholarships.eku.edu › finding-scholarships-
online
Richmond, KY 
Google page link: https://scholarships.eku.edu/finding-
scholarships-online
Status: Active
Attack: Link to Scholarships for Women - EssayOnTime

preventinjury.pediatrics.iu.edu › highschool ›
applicati...
Bloomington, IN 
Google page
link: https://preventinjury.pediatrics.iu.edu/highschool/applicati
on-cover-letter-scholarship/14/
Status: Active
Attack: Redirect to iqessay.com

business.wvu.edu › students › scholarships
Morgantown, WV 26506 
Google page
link: https://business.wvu.edu/students/scholarships
Status: Active
Attack: Embedded fake scholarship link right top. Unclear if
injection or social engineering

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cHPd7jc-VGsMMVJmi_lmLXvCDPQ7N7D9X8us731N1tk/
https://www.google.com/maps/search/?api=1&query=Stanford%2C%20CA%20
https://web.stanford.edu/group/journal/cgi-bin/wordpress/afk.php?catid=buy-admission-essays&PID=1667&M2Y3NGM3OGZkYThhYTg3M2QwMzYzNDc5MGI3Yjk1ZTA
https://web.stanford.edu/group/journal/cgi-bin/wordpress/afk.php?catid=buy-admission-essays&PID=1667&M2Y3NGM3OGZkYThhYTg3M2QwMzYzNDc5MGI3Yjk1ZTA
https://www.google.com/maps/search/?api=1&query=Richmond%2C%20KY%20
https://scholarships.eku.edu/finding-scholarships-online
https://www.google.com/maps/search/?api=1&query=Bloomington%2C%20IN%20
https://preventinjury.pediatrics.iu.edu/highschool/application-cover-letter-scholarship/14/
https://www.google.com/maps/search/?api=1&query=Morgantown%2C%20WV%2026506%20
https://business.wvu.edu/students/scholarships
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Attacks on campus services

The tactics described above are attacks on university services intended to help students succeed. A student

who is now learning online seeks out help from a legitimate university service – like a writing center or aca-

demic support o�ce – and when they visit the university’s website they are redirected or encounter content

that points to a paper mill and are solicited, there, to buy counterfeit papers to “help” with their

assignment. Neither the academic unit nor the student would necessarily believe that something is wrong.

Compromise of campus IT systems may be illegal. Fraud may be actionable as well.

There may be legal remedies that institutions and, perhaps, coalitions of institutions can pursue against

these actors due to the widespread nature of the attacks. We think university counsel o�ces should work

together with campus IT to build cases as a matter of protecting students.

Campus-wide security plans should be updated to account for this type of activity.

Fraudulent replacement of content can be readily detected on networks much more easily than we have

been able to do simply by examining change logs, etc. Many of the vulnerabilities that are exploited in the

cases we have documented are well-known and have equally well-documented remedies. But if campuses

are not looking for these attacks, they may not be aware of them.

We should also note that our scan is partial and has focused only on a few outlets selling student writing.

This is largely because we come from a discipline that focuses on the teaching of writing. Similar schemes

are possible, however, for companies selling exam answers or other content, and there are many, many

more paper mill domains than the 14 in our sample.

Recommendations – What Should You Do Now?

1. Check the list to see if your institution is on it. If it is, check other websites within your network be-

cause our list is not comprehensive.

2. Share this report and talk about it with your colleagues, campus IT, and if you’ve been attacked, your

o�ce of university counsel.

3. Talk to students about paper mills. We need to learn more about who is approaching students and

how, under what circumstances, and what the results are.

4. Update your content management systems’ security features to protect against known exploits. Turn

o� entry �elds that are not used or seldom used. Take other known precautions against SQL injection

and similar attacks in your CMS environments.

5. For Academic IT sta�: add automated and manual scans of your college and/or university websites, es-

pecially those that o�er services directly to students, and do these on a consistent basis – weekly or

monthly at minimum – as part of routine scheduled maintenance.

In the long term, we should also take a more careful look at any assignment that might present an
opportunity for outsourcing. We should see outsourceable assignments as suboptimal at best when the
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learning outcomes and objectives of assignments are to provide students with experiential learning

through practice. Paper mills rob students of that learning experience and fundamentally threaten our

e�orts, as institutions, to promote student success. It is past time to take that threat seriously.

Longer Term: Address the Incentives for Using Paper Mills Systemically

Our �eld of rhetoric and writing has warned of serious ethical problems with paper mills for some time.  In

general, our colleagues encourage institutions, teachers, and students to take a holistic look at what drives

the use of these services and to consider an alternate model of what writing assignments are intended to

do.  In a word, they are intended to help students practice. Without meaningful practice, students miss

the opportunity to improve. Meaningful practice includes composing, feedback, and revision – and ideally

multiple rounds of these. This is the formula that leads to student improvement.

While it is tempting to lay blame on students for their complicity in using paper mills, we do not think that

the problems documented here will be solved by either stricter enforcement or more explicit codes of con-

duct alone. What the four attacks we note point to is a coercive campaign designed, �rst and foremost, to

drive tra�c from compromised college and university websites to paper mills as a means of deceiving

students.

There is growing concern over the ways students, in particular, are put at risk in the massive shift to online

learning. 

Our goal, aligned with other members of our �eld, is that students have the best environment for learning.

This optimal environment includes writing assignments designed for deliberate practice and with iterative

feedback loops and revision. But we also understand that this pedagogy takes time. Instructors who may

have shifted to online learning suddenly in the Spring of 2020 might still be working to adapt while feeling

their own stress from the pandemic and associated budget crisis, among other sources of stress.

With both students and faculty rushed for time, bad actors have seized an opportunity to compromise col-

lege and university resources and take advantage of the conditions of our rapid shift to remote learning to

exploit students. Furthermore, the four issues we’ve discussed in this report mirror “rhet ops” strategies of

disinformation and information warfare in digital environments, including the widespread use of botnets

for the systematic compromise and rhetorical ampli�cation of in�uence operations.  This means that in

most of these cases such as SQL redirect and content injection, we believe that botnets are being used or

hired by paper mills to conduct systematic in�uence operations against students through the compromise

of university infrastructure.

Endnotes

1. (*.edu top level domains) 

2. See for example documentation of individual instances of this wisc.edu compromise in September 2018 –

https://twitter.com/ridolfoj/status/1044672650528911363, the 2019 

rpi.edu compromise https://twitter.com/ridolfoj/status/1172544161834315776, and the 2020 compromise

of mtaloy.edu https://twitter.com/ridolfoj/status/1250512912415850498 (still active at the time of drafting
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this report, despite being reported in April), and the November 2020 compromise of Stanford’s Behavior De-

sign Lab https://twitter.com/ridolfoj/status/1329583809910730753. 

3. See Ritter, Kelly. “Buying in, selling short: A pedagogy against the rhetoric of online paper mills.” Pedagogy 6.1

(2006): 25-51. See also  Ritter, Kelly. “The Economics of Authorship: Online Paper Mills, Student Writers, and

First-Year Composition.” College Composition and Communication, vol. 56, no. 4, 2005, pp. 601–631. 

4. See Howard, Rebecca Moore. “Understanding Internet Plagiarism.” Computers and Composition 24.1 (2007):

3-15. 

5. See Pemberton, Michael A. “Threshold of Desperation: Winning the Fight against Term Paper Mills.” Writing

Instructor 11.3 (1992): 143-52. 

6. There are many instances of legal cases involving paper mills over the last 50 years (see for example the

1972 case 69 Misc.2d 554332 N.Y.S.2d 343, The State of New York v. Saksniit), but to our limited legal knowl-

edge this pattern of activity (electronic intrusion and systematic social engineering/compromised

recomposition) di�ers from the focus of any previous legal case. 

7. We do not know who exactly is responsible for many of these attacks, but the process is very similar to the

WordPress Pharma Hacks. We do not know if companies themselves are directly responsible for these

hacks, or if the work is hired out to a third party. We therefore use the term “actors” here  –

https://secure.wphackedhelp.com/blog/wordpress-pharma-hack-�x/ 

8. See https://inside.ewu.edu/ewahec/resources/resources-for-high-school-students/scholarships/ and the link

to essayontime.com.au’s “A list of scholarships for female students” 

9.  See https://www.sno.wednet.edu/Page/1290 and the link to essayontime.com.au’s “Scholarships for stu-

dents with disabilities” page. 

10. See an example from wvu.edu here https://youtu.be/AVf6KMk5VrI with more links in the report below. 

11. We note that the dead links are residual evidence of an attack that was likely patched via a package update

or directly addressed by a local administrator, but without an active cache (especially since the majority of

SQL injection attacks are redirects), these results were coded as “Not active” in initial sample in this report.

Since coding the initial data from Dec 2, 2020, some of the active links have been patched by IT

administrators. The full data for all 14 domains is available here:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Rz24YLo-f64Bo7ZOlOBE7wsEmJxXsW-6GTo-AVVko8Y/ 

12. The four primary attacks we identi�ed include 1) content injection, 2) Social Query Language (SQL) redirect,

3) comment injection, and 4) social engineering or “compromised recomposition.” 

13. The combined map of the 14 paper mill domains researched, and evidence of over 100 instances of *.edu

compromise Dec 2, 2020 https://batchgeo.com/map/91abaece19af291b89dfb01f8d46d425. Some links la-

beled active on December 2, 2020 have been patched. Furthermore, we released the data to Twitter on Feb-

ruary 14, 2021. Since that time, we have seen a steady number of sites patched via direct noti�cation.

https://twitter.com/ridolfoj/status/1361130033822257155 

14. *.ac.uk for the United Kingdom,  just the country TLD for Canada, (ex: ubc.ca), .edu.au for Australia, and so

on… 

15. See https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/resources/sql_injection 

16. This total of 117 for the �rst three attacks does not include essayontime.com.au results 

17. See for example the April 2013 Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) Intellectual

Property Committee motion at the CCCC Business Meeting and reports linked at the bottom of the

resolution  https://cccc.ncte.org/cccc/committees/ip/ipreports/april-2013-report 

18. See Rebecca Moore Howard’s 2001 The Chronicle of Higher Education article “Forget About Policing

Plagiarism. Just teach.” that could just as easily be written today: students  “…can get custom-written papers

within 48 hours from online sites. Send in the assignment and a credit-card number, download the attach-

https://twitter.com/ridolfoj/status/1329583809910730753
https://secure.wphackedhelp.com/blog/wordpress-pharma-hack-fix/
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ment when the �nished paper comes back two days later, print it out, and presto! Assignment completed.”

http://chronicle.com/article/forget-about-policing-plagiarism-just-teach/ 

19.  See, for example, this 2018 chat log from a wisc.edu redirect to essayoneday.com. Note here that “Nick”

does not explicitly say that this is not the Writing Center. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v0QSVW1iT41M-O_m5JO5U56BsRj1PvZVzrCRLtOm4R4/ 

20. See especially Chris Gilliard’s April 2018 article in The Chronicle of Higher Education “How Ed Tech Is Exploiting

Students” https://www.chronicle.com/article/how-ed-tech-is-exploiting-students/ 

21. See contributor work in Ridolfo, Jim, and William Hart-Davidson, eds. Rhet ops: Rhetoric and information

warfare. University of Pittsburgh Press, 2019. See also the hashtag #rhetops on Twitter. 
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